There is a mistake in the calculation of our estimate of bias in the point-counting of small spheres in thin-sections (section ''Stratigraphic distribution of calcispheres''; fig. 12 and table 2 in original article). An amended version of the mistaken text, a corrected figure, and a re-calculated table are provided in this erratum.
Point-counting of small spheres in thin-sections
In a thin-section with a discrete thickness, spheres located on different plains are counted simultaneously ( fig. 12a in original article), so the occurrence of a sphere under the crucible is more probable. This equals to the counting of a ''equivalent solid'' constituted by the sphere plus a cylinder with the diameter of the sphere, and the height coinciding with the thickness of the thin-section ( fig. 12a in original article). The volume of this solid is larger than that of the sphere, being:
where V is the volume of the equivalent solid, r is the radius of the calcisphere and h is the thickness of the thinsection. The first term of the expression is the volume of the sphere with radius r, the second term (cylinder) falls to zero for an ideal thin-section without thickness. The bias in point counting of small spheres can be calculated, provided that the average radius of spheres is known, as the ratio between the equivalent solid and the ideal sphere:
which is the reciprocal of expression 11.7 of Chayes (1956, p. 99) . The Carnian-Norian calcispheres of our study can be conveniently modeled as spheres with an average diameter of 20-22 lm ( fig. 10 in original article), thus the proposed correction can be applied. Note that the bias for 20 lm spheres in a standard (30 lm) thin-section is huge, the proportion of such spheres being overestimated by more than 200 %. A strong bias should be expected each time the proportion of small objects is evaluated via standard point-counting (Chayes 1956 ). Fig. 12 Illustration of bias in point-counting of small objects (spheres in this case) and its correction. a Bias in counting spheres with a radius of 30 lm, for an ideal thin-section of no thickness, for an ultra-thin-section of 8 lm (Erba and Tremolada 2004) and for a standard thin section of 30 lm. A sphere is seen with its full diameter under the microscope, when its centroid is within the thickness of the thin-section. In the ideal case of a thin-section with no thickness, the case of a great circle lying on the plane of the thin-section is a degenerate one. In this case, the point-counting of small spheres yields an accurate estimate of the proportion of rock volume they occupy. Point-counting spheres in a thin-section with some thickness (i.e., any real thin-section) is equivalent to point-counting ''equivalent solids'' (on the right) in a ideal thin-section with no thickness. This implies that the volume of small spheres is overestimated. b Bias as function of the thickness of the thin-section and of the radius of the spheres. Given a standard thin-section and spheres with a diameter of 60 lm (the case illustrated in a), the volume occupied by spheres is strongly overestimated (175 % of real volume). Spheres with smaller diameter (as in the case of this study) imply a much larger bias Correction implies a significant (325 %) reduction of the volume of calcispheres; the residual volume was distributed proportionally between the other components. Results of point counting before correction are given in table 1 in original article 
